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Four Easy Steps To Help Your Project Fail 

 Poor overall project planning  

 Enterprise environmental factors have changes causing 
outdated scope  

 Missed deadlines and no recovery plan  

 Budgets are exceeded and out of control  

 Lack of replanning on a regular basis  

 Lack of attention provided to the human and 
organizational aspects of the project  

 Project estimates are best guesses and not based upon 
history or standards  

 Not enough time provided for estimating  

 No one knows the exact major milestone dates or due 
dates for reporting  

 Team members working with conflicting requirements  

 People are shuffled in and out of the project with little 
regard for the schedule  

 Poor or fragmented cost control  

 Each stakeholder uses different organizational process 
assets, which may be incompatible with each other  

 Weak project and stakeholder communications  

 Poor assessment of risks if done at all  

 

(Four Easy Steps to Help Your Project Fail continued page 5) 

Harold Kerzner (Ph.D., MS, Engineering 
and MBA) is Senior Executive Director with 
International Institute for Learning, Inc. and 
Professor Emeritus of Systems 
Management at Baldwin-Wallace College. 
Dr. Kerzner is a globally recognized expert 
on project management and strategic 
planning and the author of several best-
selling books about project management. 

I guess the title caught your attention. Projects do not fail by 
themselves; they need help. The help they get are called 
people, more specifically, project managers.  Projects that 
fail can be called people failures; projects do not fail - 
people fail. When projects fail, we seem to go through 
meticulous pain to identify every possible cause of failure. A 
brief list might include: 

 End user stakeholders not involved throughout the 
project  

 Minimal or no stakeholder backing; lack of ownership  

 Weak business case  

 Corporate goals not understood at the lower 
organizational levels  

 Plan asks for too much in too little time  

 Poor estimates, especially financial  

 Unclear stakeholder requirements  

 Passive user stakeholder involvement after handoff  

 Unclear expectations  

 Assumptions, if they exist at all, are unrealistic  

 Plans are based upon insufficient data  

 No systemization of the planning process  

 Planning is performed by a planning department that 
may have little experience in project execution group  

 Inadequate or incomplete requirements  

 Lack of resources  

 Assigned resources lack experience  

 Staffing requirements are not fully known  

 Constantly changing resources  
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Letter from the President 
This month marks another election season for the 
chapter, as our nominating committee presents 
candidates for six board positions that are up for 
election under our new bylaws.  Thanks to the new 
bylaws, we are electing 4 Vice Presidents 
(Membership, Communications, Outreach and 
Education) in addition to a Treasurer and Secretary.  
The lofty titles suggest that we’ve come a long way 
from the days when our chapter was “governed” by 

handful of volunteers, lead by our esteemed first President, Ed Mahler.  In 
addition to the eight board members, we will have several dozen directors, 
program managers and other volunteers serving on our various chapter 
committees. 

The new board structure reflects both the growth and the maturity of our 
chapter.  We simply have too many complex activities to operate in the 
informal manner that we once did.  But as we grow, and we must grow, we 
need to make sure that we don’t lose sight of the key values that brought 
our success.  To me, these are, nimbleness, spontaneity and most 
important – member engagement.   

It’s easy to look at our new structure, with a President, a set of Vice 
Presidents and committee members as a hierarchy – with command and 
control flowing from the top downward.  Doing so is a grave mistake.  Our 
chapter remains a member lead organization – and in a member led 
organization command and control flow up, the chain not down.  Things 
get done because members believe they should get done and not because 
they are told to do them.  Leaders don’t command, instead them must 
illuminate a way and inspire others to travel with them.   

In our topsy-turvy structure, the board is accountable to the membership 
(by election) and the officers are accountable to the board.  While each 
officer/Vice President has a “sphere” of special responsibility – they take 
on that role not as commanders or managers, but as steward.  Their job is 
to carry out a particular part of the chapter’s mission by engaging and 
empowering chapter member volunteer.   It is leadership in the true sense 
of the word.   

As I see it, by naming Vice President’s to be champions of the major 
elements of the chapters mission, we are simply formalizing the operating 
model that we have been using since the chapter began.  Semi-
autonomous teams, or dyads, take ownership of chapter programs and 
make them come alive.  Chapter leaders are there to help those teams 
thrive and to make sure that they, in turn, stay true to the chapter’s mission 
and generate synergy with other teams.  If this new structure is successful, 
a year from now we will have three or four more dynamic member lead 
program teams – in areas ranging from Outreach to Member Services to 
Administration. 

Critical to the success of this new governance model is the ability of the 
board to work as a team.  We need to be able to bring our different view 
points to the table and together determine the best direction forward, even 
if it’s not our original idea.  One the team makes a decision, we all must 
commit to it. This requires honesty, integrity and humility.  I hope that you 
will consider these traits as you choose our new leadership team. 

See you at the May Chapter Meeting! 

Duff Bailey, PMP 
President, PMI Westchester 
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Tips on Handling a Problem Team Member on your Project 

Margaret Meloni, MBA, PMP, is an 
executive coaching consultant for IT 
professionals. She helps project 
managers and teams work together 
better by improving their soft skills. 
Learn how to successfully combine your 
technical and soft skills in her webinars 
from The PDU Podcast 
(www.pducast.com) and from her 
website at www.margaretmeloni.com   

Oh there is a problem alright. And it starts with the fact that 
you have a boss, peer or project team member who is 
completely in denial about the chaos that is all around 
them. If they do see any kind of issues, well those issues 
start with you. This is not meant to be spiteful. This is the 
behavior of someone who is completely oblivious to the fact 
that they cause problems. If they do have any inkling that 
there is an issue, then they have a perfect excuse. Do any 
of these sound familiar? 

 "I did not call you back because you never left me a 
message."  

 "I did not forget our meeting; my admin did not put 
it on my calendar."  

 "My office may look messy, but leave it alone. I 
have a system and I know where everything is 
located." 

What kinds of chaos surround this person? Their chaos can 
be lack of organization, time related or memory related. The 
chaos created by this person looks like chaos created by 
creative types or even by someone who deceives others 
into thinking they are organized. The key here is that they 
absolutely do not own their issue. They really do not see 
that there is a problem. If they miss a meeting, they can 
blame their assistant who did not remind them of it. They 
really think you didn’t leave them a message because their 
assistant gave it to them and it was buried under the piles 
of paper on their desk. 

So what's a project manager to do? Well let's look at what 
not to do first - do not blame them. Do not put them on the 
defensive. Do not constantly harp on them about the 
problem. Do not argue with them about their excuses, just 
move on. Find a way to work around the problem because 
you’re not going to be able to change them. 

Now step back and look at the big picture. What do you 
want from this working relationship? Where do they have 
problems and how can you help? Even if you don't feel like 
you want to help them, remember you are helping yourself 
too! With that in mind: 

 

 Be proactive. If you know their issue will cause a 
problem for others on the project team, step-in. This 
may mean you politely remind them of customer 
appointments or work package due dates. It may mean 
you hand deliver important memos to them and watch 
them read those memos. What you are doing (without 
them knowing it) is nipping a potential problem in the 
bud.  

 Create a simple process for organizing shared 
information. Stay away from their personal space, but 
be willing to be responsible for other areas. Enlist the 
help of others on the project, too. Your problem child 
may respond to the organization and join in because 
they want to be part of the group.  

 If they work for you as a full-time project resource, be 
the boss and give them direction. Advise them that 
missing meetings, deadlines and not returning phone 
calls is not acceptable. Mentor them away from the 
damaging behavior and toward a positive outcome.  

Acknowledge that they have other skills. There are other 
areas where they are strong contributors, which is why they 
got selected to work on the project in the first place.  

You may think that’s a lot of trouble to go to, but it will 
actually save you time and make your job less aggravating. 
Hand delivering memos might seem a bit extreme but you’ll 
know that they’ve been read. Another method that works is 
to deliver the memo and have them initial that they have 
read it. This also serves to create a paper trail that no one 
can argue with.  

If you do have to call them on the carpet about their 
behavior, ask them how you can help them get control of 
their disorganization. Knowing that you’re willing to help 
them will make them much more willing to work on the 
behavior that is causing so much chaos for the project. 

As for their other skills, take advantage of them. You may 
want to find what they are best at and exploit that. If your 
problem person excels at something that another project 
team member isn’t so good at, perhaps he or she could 
take the burden off their co-worker in exchange for that 
person handling their calendar. 

And remember, their behavior is about them, it is not about 
you. Don't take it personally. 
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Ticking The Right Boxes 

A Risk Doctor Briefing Note 
© 2011 Dr David Hillson PMP FAPM 
david@risk-doctor.com 

 In some businesses and projects, risk 
management is described as an exercise in 
“ticking boxes”. This phrase means that 
people just follow the steps in the risk 
process, but with no real commitment or 
energy, and no belief that it will actually 

make any difference. The term “box-ticking” is always used 
in this negative way, as a bad thing to be avoided. But 
perhaps ticking boxes could be useful if we do it differently.  

The key to using box-ticking in a positive way is to make 
sure that you have the right boxes. We can create a set of 
boxes that act as checkpoints to reinforce the correct 
process and encourage appropriate behavior. The right 
process boxes might include some of the following: 

 All objectives are clearly defined  

 Risk thresholds are stated and quantified  

 All key stakeholders are contributing to risk 
identification  

 Risks are described clearly and unambiguously  

 Key risk characteristics are assessed and recorded 

 Each risk has a single agreed Risk Owner  

 Each risk has an appropriate response strategy 
with specific actions  

 Risk exposure is communicated appropriately to all 
stakeholders  

 Risk reviews are held regularly  

 …and so on…  

Ticking these boxes is a way of checking the risk process, 
marking progress and demonstrating that the right steps 
have been completed successfully. It provides an audit trail 
for process effectiveness. Each process box is linked with 
specific activities or outcomes, and the box must only be 
ticked if these have been completed in full. 

Other tick-boxes might be designed to examine behaviors, 
for example:  

 Stakeholders and team members feel comfortable 
to identify risks openly and honestly  

 Risk identification explicitly takes account of 
sources of bias  

 People are accountable and committed to 
completing agreed risk response actions fully  

 

 Senior management demonstrates visible and 
consistent support for the risk process  

 Risk outputs are used to 
inform strategy, decisions 
and actions  

 Appropriate risk-taking is 
encouraged and rewarded  

 The risk attitudes of 
individuals and groups are 
managed openly and 
proactively  

 …etc…  

Ticking these boxes might be more 
difficult for some less mature organizations, as it requires 
an understanding of the softer side of risk management. 
But behavior is just as important as process, and it should 
be examined in the same way.  

Used properly, box-ticking is a valuable discipline, offering 
a framework for good practice. It can ensure that everyone 
knows what they have to do, and it can provide assurance 
that things are being done properly. It can also indicate 
areas requiring improvement in order to make risk 
management as effective as possible. So let’s not condemn 
ticking boxes as a useless exercise. Instead let’s tick the 
right boxes to make sure we do the right things well.  

To provide feedback on this Briefing Note, or for more 
details on how to develop effective risk management, 
contact the Risk Doctor (info@risk-doctor.com), or visit the 
Risk Doctor website (www.risk-doctor.com). 
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Four Easy Steps To Help Your Project Fail 

 Wrong type of contract  

 Poor project management; team members possess a 
poor understanding of project management, especially 
virtual team members  

 Technical objectives are more important than business 
objectives  

Ok, so the list isn't so brief. What is apparent is that only a 
few of these causes of failure are related to the human side 
of project management as the failure and these may very 
well be the root causes of most of the other failures. 
 
There are actions that project managers take without 
effectively understanding the ramification of their actions. 
While the project manager believes that some of these 
actions or steps are the right thing to do, the results can be 
devastating for the project. 
 
Step #1: Let's negotiate for the best workers and, if 
necessary, ask the sponsor for support in this effort.  
 
First of all, your project's cost baseline may not allow for the 
salaries of the best people. Second, the better the worker, 
the more likely it is that they will be in high demand 
elsewhere and the likelihood of you keeping them for the 
duration of the project is low. They will be removed from 
your project at the most inopportune time. But the third 
reason is the worst of all. The best workers always seem to 
try to gold plate the project with often unnecessary "bells 
and whistles, thus elongating the schedule and driving up 
the cost. This has been my experience. Having average or 
above average workers that can do the job effectively may 
be best. Average workers tend to look for the quickest and 
easiest solution to a problem rather than a solution that 
embellishes their reputation. Perhaps you should look at 
your projects that had schedule slippages and cost 
overruns and see if you had the best workers or average 
workers. Of course, I am assuming that the average 
workers can do the job effectively. 

Step #2: Let's use the power of acknowledgment to 
motivate the work force.   
 
If you have taken the time to read the book, The Power of 
Acknowledgment by Judy Umlas, you would know how and 
when to provide acknowledgment and in what manner. 
Unfortunately, technically-oriented project managers would 
never be caught dead reading such a book because it does 
not require computers, mathematics, or a vast knowledge 
of Greek symbols. Yet these are the people that probably 
can benefit the most from the book (Yes, I am an engineer 
and am proud to say that I have read the book). 

 

Many years ago (or perhaps I should say, decades ago), I 
was a young project manager managing a multimillion 
dollar project. At the end of the project, I wrote a letter of 
appreciation for one of the workers and, in the letter, I 
strongly recommended that the worker be promoted 
immediately. I sent a copy of the letter to the worker, his 
superior and the Personnel Department. Everyone on the 
team would see that I believe in acknowledging worker 
performance.  In less than 10 nanoseconds, the worker's 
superior called me up to inform me that this worker that I 
had recommended for promotion was the worst worker he 
had ever had and that he would never be promoted. It 
seems that the worker was in his superior's office almost 
daily getting assistance on the work he was doing on my 
project. I learned several hard lessons about 
acknowledgement from this brutal experience: 

Never provide acknowledgment (or reprimand) to a worker 
without first checking with the worker's superior to make 
sure you are in agreement with what is in the letter. There 
are exceptions, of course. 

Make sure you understand how other members of the team 
will react if they do not believe that acknowledgement 
should have been given out to this worker.  

Giving acknowledgment out the wrong way to people that 
do not deserve it may encourage them to continue doing 
what they have been doing in the past and not seek to 
perform better. You have thus defeated the purpose of 
providing the acknowledgment. The result can be several of 
the causes of failure identified previously. 

I think I've made my point; read Judy's book to see the right 
way, wrong way, and timing for acknowledgment. 
 
Step #3: Don't worry about "time robbers." They won't 
happen on your project.  
 
If I had to prepare a list of the critical skills for a project 
manager to have, understanding one's own energy cycle 
would be near the top. Are you a morning person, 
afternoon person, or evening person?  I am a morning 
person and believe that I am most productive between 6:00 
a.m. and noon. As a project manager, there were many 
activities that I had to perform myself rather than delegating 
them to someone else on the team. I would then identify 
the most critical items and these had to be performed in the 
morning. Today, most of my book-writing is done in the 
morning. 

 

(Four Easy Steps To Help Your Project Fail continued on page 6) 
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Four Easy Steps To Help Your Project 
Fail (continued) 

8 Traits to Develop Project 
Management Political Savvy 

It might be interesting to look through the list of failures 
identified previously and see how many of those should 
have been done or prevented by the project manager. 
When project managers do not understand their own 
energy cycle, they tend to allow time robbers to destroy all 
of the precious time when they could have taken action to 
prevent many of the failures from happening. There were 
early warning signs, but the project manager was so busy 
that he/she refused to recognize the warning signs until 
disaster was virtually imminent. 

Step #4: Virtual project teams are managed the same 
was as any other project team.   

If you are one of those people that believes that this is true, 
then career termination is just around the corner. This 
would be a good time to update your resume just in 
case......  Well, I think I made my point. When we talk about 
enterprise environmental factors as we do in the PMBOK® 
Guide, most people simply think in domestic terms based 
upon their limited experiences. Managing in global market 
forces project managers to be more aware of global politics, 
working with a group of stakeholders from various countries 
that will probably never be able to come to an agreement, 
dealing with highly bureaucratic approval processes that 
require sign-offs by all of the government's ministers, team 
members that are all working toward different personal 
agendas that are more important than the project's 
objectives, and the list goes on..... And, of course, let's not 
forget that you may have never met many of the people 
assigned to your team. Project managers that agree to 
undertake global projects without understanding cultures 
and politics that the team members must deal with are on 
the road to self-destruction. 

What you see here are four steps, each of which could 
have led to self-inflicted pain. It is hard to manage a project 
successfully in isolation. Projects are managed through 
people. And unless you have a reasonable grasp of the 
human side of project management, more so than what is 
taught in textbooks, feel free to send me the causes of 
failure on your next project so that I can add it to the list. 

Charanya Girish, a certified PMP has over 17 
years of experience. During her career she 
has been successful in setting up PMOs and 
leading several programs and projects of 
varying sizes for her clients in the automotive 
and healthcare industry. An active volunteer of 
the PMI Great Lakes Chapter she is currently 

the Program Director of its Women in Project Mgmt (WiPM) 
Focus Group. 

By definition, a project is a temporary endeavor with start 
and end date and a desired result implying that a project is 
different from business as usual. In addition projects are 
staffed by several individuals trying to exert their influence 
on how to execute the project. This invariably results in 
some kind of office politics; i.e. project politics. How? 
Politics is nothing but people interacting with each other 
and influencing one another to get tasks accomplished. 

In the case of a project this translates into team and 
individual motivations as well as behavior throughout the 
project life cycle. The conduct can be good, bad or neutral 
depending on the tactics people use. Behavior is influenced 
by project decision points, competition for budget and 
resources, setting of project direction and priorities. In 
addition, project approval, project organization, project 
communication methods, project staffing policies, project 
leadership styles – all act as contributors. Understanding 
these complex set of dimensions will enable the project 
manager to develop strategies that will help him. 

Every employee hates company politics but unfortunately 
no organization and for that matter no project is immune. 
Ignoring politics, external or internal, will jeopardize a 
projects health. Project managers who understand the 
importance of navigating these delicate waters with political 
savvy can manage their stakeholder relationships 
successfully. The following eight guidelines for conduct will 
help a project manager tackle project related political affairs 
fruitfully. 

Be knowledgeable but not involved -- Typically two 
reasons - pursuit of position and advancement of individual 
goals give birth to company politics. Almost everybody in 
the organization is climbing their career ladder at the same 
time as the project manager. 

Be neutral - Being able to get along with everybody in an 
establishment is a utopian dream. Staying away from 
politics does not automatically protect one from being 
stepped on or dragged into the game. 

Be helpful -- Volunteer your time for an unfinished task that 
is assigned to somebody else. Being helpful to co-workers 
will definitely reap benefits, as it helps build up goodwill that 
can called upon later. 

(8 Traits to Develop PM Political Savvy continued on page 8) 
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Chapter Meeting – May 10, 2010,  5:30 PM - 7:30 PM 

Topic: 10 Troublesome Project Management Ideas - 
and How to Combat Them! 

Project managers often find themselves on the wrong end 
of a lot of misconceptions about project management. This 
session will deal with ten of these misconceptions and 
explain the potential danger or exposure that these ideas 
contain. Case studies and examples will be used to 
illustrate the ideas and recommendations will be made on 
how to combat these ideas should they creep into, or affect, 
your project. 

The objective of this presentation is to help working project 
managers and teams: 

 Recognize when a project stakeholder has a 
potentially bothersome idea regarding a project.  

 Combat dangerous ideas and assumptions about 
project management, and choose tactics to re-
educate stakeholders.  

 Discover methods for engaging project 
stakeholders, and setting appropriate expectations 
for the project 

Featured Speaker – Ernest Baker, PMP, President, Start 
to Finish PM, Inc.  

Ernie Baker, PMP, is the president of Start to Finish PM, 
Inc., a Project Management Institute Registered Education 
Provider, headquartered in Verona, NJ. Ernie’s practice 
involves training and consulting with all type organizations 
on their program and project management initiatives. Over 
the past 25 years, he has worked with clients such as 
MetLife Insurance, Morgan Stanley, Disney, Bristol-Myers 
Squibb, Mercedes Benz USA, IBM, United Technologies, 
A&P, and Johnson & Johnson. His experience covers 
Information Technology, Engineering, Pharmaceutical, 
Consulting, Sales and Marketing, and Project and Program 
Management. 

Location 

Antun’s of Westchester 
35 Valley Avenue, Elmsford, NY 10523 |  
914-592-5260 | Get Map 
 

Agenda 

5:30 to 6:15 Networking, buffet dinner, Meet the 
Vendor and Recruiter  

6:15 to 6:30 Chapter business / announcements 
6:30 to 7:30 Featured program 
7:30 to 7:45 Continued networking, meet the Speaker, 

Vendor, Recruiter 
7:45 to 8:45 PMO SIG Meetings (PMO & Quality) 

Fees 

Chapter members − $20; Non-members − $25 
We accept cash or checks.  Sorry, no credit cards. 

Career Corner - Dale Carnegie of Westchester 

Vendor Corner - Watch our website for details 
 
Directions: 

From the South: 
Take the Saw Mill River Parkway North. Get off at the 9A 
North exit. Turn left onto Route 9A, go under Saw Mill 
Parkway, and immediately turn left onto W. Main Street  / 
Valley Ave.  Pull into parking lot. 

OR Take the Bronx River Parkway North to the Sprain 
Parkway North to I-287 West. Get off at Exit 2 (Elmsford). 
Turn left at the light onto Saw Mill River Road. Turn Right 
onto 9A, go under the Saw Mill River Parkway and 
immediately turn left onto W. Main Street / Valley Ave. Go 
straight into parking lot of Antun’s.  

From the North: 
Take the Taconic Parkway South to the Saw Mill Parkway. 
Get off at the 119 East exit. Make a left into parking lot.  

 
Map to Antun’s of Westchester 
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Upcoming PMI Westchester Events 8 Traits to Develop Project Management 
Political Savvy (continued) 
Be honest -- Regardless of how it originated, once 
organizational politics begin to impact a project it needs to 
be identified as an issue and resolved.  

Be an example -- Let actions be the words and stand for 
what is being said. Treat everyone with respect and in a fair 
and professional manner irrespective of their position in the 
project.  

Be humble -- Don’t get hung up too much on the 
organizational ranking. Leave stripes and emotional 
baggage at the door when dealing with the project team. 
Admit personal deficiencies and seek help. Nothing is worse 
than being pretentious and sticking to wrong decisions. 

Be a non-gossiper -- Cultivate the habit to talk less and 
listen more. Think twice before offering advice to others. 
Avoid sharing internal project matters with outsiders. Keep 
away from ‘water cooler’ sessions or social media 
conversations where office-personal matters tend to get 
discussed. 

Be loyal -- As a project manager, one’s ultimate goal is the 
common good and loyalty to the organization.  

Conclusion -- Power and politics have been an integral part 
of civilization since its dawn and it is no surprise it has crept 
into the field of project management as well. While we all 
love to hope against hope that politics is not a part of 
organizational life, reality is the total opposite. So 
accomplished managers instead of pretending 
organizational and project politics don't exist embrace the 
fact and deal with it in a savvy manner. They not only 
balance the demands of all stakeholders but also develop 
strategies to convert adversaries, internal and external to the 
project, into allies. Projects are transient undertakings and 
most project managers have little authority and an unstable 
power base. Recognizing the importance of human 
dynamics in project management and its role on 
organizational power-politics helps them to navigate with 
ease through tight budgets, changing scope, resource 
constraints and teams jam-packed with people jockeying for 
position and recognition. 

May Breakfast Roundtable Meeting 
Topic: Project Planning and Initiation 
Date: Thursday, May 19, 2011  − 7:30 to 8:45 AM 
Location: 108 Corporate Park Drive, White Plains, NY (off 
Westchester Ave) Cafeteria – Lobby Level – 2 Buildings 
down from Malcolm Pirnie 
Breakfast available for purchase at the cafeteria 

June Chapter Meeting 

Topic: Agile: Tough Questions Answered 
Speaker:  Mark C. Layton, MBA, SCPM, CSM, PMP, 
Founder, Platinum Edge, Inc 
Date:  June 14, 2011 
Location:  Antuns of Westchester, 35 Valley Avenue, 
Elmsford, NY 10523 914-592-5260 

June Breakfast Roundtable Meeting 
Topic: TBD – Watch Our Website 
Date: Thursday, June 16, 2011  − 7:30 to 8:45 AM 
Location: 108 Corporate Park Drive, White Plains, NY (off 
Westchester Ave) Cafeteria – Lobby Level – 2 Buildings 
down from Malcolm Pirnie  
Breakfast available for purchase at the cafeteria 

 

Job Club Events 
Support Group for Project Managers 
who are actively seeking employment.  

 
Topic: Member Presentations 
Speaker:  Larry Cooke, Diane Dolinsky-Pickar, Jason Fox
Date:  May 13th  
Time:  8:00-10:00 a.m. 
Location:  Fordham Westchester, 400 Westchester Ave, 
Room 142, West Harrison, NY 10604 
Please check the Job Club’s Meetup page for meeting 
details and directions: 
http://www.meetup.com/Westchester-Project-Managers-
Job-Club/  
 

Topic: The Art of the Elevator Pitch  
Speaker:  David Kabat and Rich Spitz 
Date:  May 20th  
Time:  8:00-10:00 a.m. 
Location:  Fordham Westchester, 400 Westchester Ave, 
Room 142, West Harrison, NY 10604 
Please check the Job Club’s Meetup page for meeting 
details and directions: 
http://www.meetup.com/Westchester-Project-Managers-
Job-Club/  
 

The Critical Path 
The Critical Path is PMI Westchester’s free monthly 
newsletter, published as a service for members and non-
members alike. We’re always looking for your contributions.  
To submit an article for publication, please contact the 
newsletter editors listed below: 

Brenda Horton − Chief Newsletter Editor 
newsletter@pmiwestchester.org 
 
Kathy Steuber – Co-Newsletter Editor 
ksteuberpmp@aol.com 

 
  
 


